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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2668867A1] An objective is to provide a hermetically-sealed compact case capable of securely hermetically sealing a cosmetic and
preventing deterioration of the cosmetic amount due to condensation. Provided is a compact case in which a lid body 10 openably and closably
covers a main case body 2 having first and second frame portions 31 and 32 formed therein side by side in a horizontal direction, the first frame
portion accommodating an inner tray 40 to be filed with a cosmetic, the second frame portion accommodating a cosmetic applicator. By rotating
about a hinge 5 formed at a partitioning portion 33 of the first and second frame portions, the inner tray is invertible between an initial state of being
accommodated in the first frame portion with an opening thereof facing down and an inverted state of being accommodated in the second frame
portion with the opening facing up. The gasket 60 has an end face facing a rim end face of the opening of the inner tray in the initial state. A pressing
structure 42 configured to bias the inner tray downward when the lid body is closed is formed between a bottom face 41 of the inner tray in the initial
state and a back face 11 of the lid body. In the initial state, the inner tray is biased downward by the pressing structure and is hermetically sealed by
the gasket when the lid body is closed.
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